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Introduction
Issuing banknotes(1) is a function at the heart of all central
banks.  Maintaining the integrity and value of the currency is a
key part of central banks’ remit to ensure stable prices.
Equally central banks aim to maintain public confidence in
banknotes by delivering price stability.  Price stability is defined
by some central banks in terms of a formal inflation target,
which can be set by the government, by the central bank, or by
both together.  Other central banks do not have a formal
inflation target but nonetheless usually have a remit to
achieve price stability.  Most central banks seek to meet their
inflation objective by setting the interest rate at which they
lend funds to money market participants.  This policy rate is
usually a short-term rate, for example an overnight rate or a
one-week, or even a two-week repo rate.  The policy rate is
usually decided by the central bank’s monetary policy
decision-making body, such as a Monetary Policy Committee
(MPC).  Once the MPC decides on the interest rate that they
judge appropriate to achieve the inflation objective, the central
bank then undertakes money market operations to establish
this interest rate in the markets.
The central bank has the ability to influence interest rates and
so implement monetary policy because of its position as
monopoly supplier of central bank money.  Central bank
money in most countries comprises commercial bank deposits
(reserves) held at the central bank and banknotes.(2)
Central banks usually issues banknotes on demand.
Commercial banks are able to purchase banknotes by drawing
down reserves held at the central bank.  This means that
accurate forecasting of banknote demand is an important
element of successfully implementing monetary policy;  the
central bank has to ensure that market interest rates are close
to the policy interest rate set by the central bank while
simultaneously meeting the liquidity needs of the banking
system.
The Bank of England developed a new model to help increase
the accuracy of its forecast of banknote demand.  The model
has been in use since 2006.  The ECB uses a model with a
similar methodology.(3)
Operational importance of forecasting
banknotes
On 18 May 2006, the Bank of England introduced fundamental
reforms to its operations in the sterling money markets.(4)
These reforms were designed to improve the implementation
of monetary policy in the United Kingdom while meeting the
banking sector’s liquidity needs, and so contributing to the
stability of the financial system as a whole.  Furthermore, in
light of developments in domestic and global financial markets
since August 2007, the Bank of England has decided to make
refinements and additions to its published framework of
permanent facilities.(5)
The operational framework has four main elements:  a
reserve-averaging scheme;  operational standing facilities;
discount window facility(6) and open market operations
(OMOs).  Some of these are elements common to the money
market operations in many central banks.  The policy rate,
(known as Bank Rate), is decided by the MPC at its monthly
meetings.
Reserve scheme members undertake to hold target balances
(reserves) at the Bank, on average, over a maintenance period
(MP) which runs from one MPC decision date to the next.  If a
member’s average reserve balance is ±5% (increased from
±1%) around their chosen target, the balance is remunerated
at Bank Rate.(7)
During each MP, banks can vary their reserves depending on
market conditions.  If market interest rates are higher (lower)
than the Bank Rate reserve scheme members can lend
(borrow) to the wider sterling money market and reduce
(increase) their reserve balances with the Bank.
Forecasting banknotes
(1) The terms banknotes and currency in circulation are used interchangeably.  The former
is a subset of the latter which also includes coins.  Coins make up approximately 10%
of currency in circulation in the United Kingdom and are issued by the Royal Mint.
(2) See Paul Tucker’s speech on Managing the central bank’s balance sheet: where
monetary policy meets financial stability, available at
www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/money/publications/index.htm.
(3) See Cabrero et al (2002).
(4) Details of the operational framework are described in the Red Book, available at
www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/money/index.htm.  This handbook relates to the
latest version (January 2008) available at time of publication.
(5) A consultative paper published 16October 2008, The Development of the Bank of
England’s Market Operations set out these refinements and additions in some detail.
The three major reforms include:  replacement of existing standing facilities with
operational standing facilities and establishment of a discount window facility, and
reformed auction design for permanent long-term repos against some broad classes
of collateral.  The consultation paper is available at
www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/money/index.htm.
(6) Operational standing facilities and the discount window facility replaced existing
standing facilities on 20October 2008.  Operational standing facilities (deposit and
lending) will be of overnight maturity at ±25 basis points on all days.  For the lending
facility the eligible collateral will remain those instruments that are eligible in the
Bank’s short-term repo OMOs, ie very high quality industrialised-country sovereign
bonds.  The operational standing facilities are principally aimed at rate setting by
overcoming frictional problems in overnight money markets.  Loans from the discount
window facility will usually take the form of a collateral swap in which the Bank lends
UK government debt (gilts) against eligible collateral (classified into four groups) to
counterparties.
(7) The ±5% reserve ranges around reserve targets apply in normal circumstances,
however in stressed conditions the Bank of England has and may allow wider reserve
ranges to be maintained.6 Handbook No. 28  Forecasting banknotes
The ability of reserve scheme members to run-up or down
their reserve balance in response to market interest rates plays
a key role in keeping overnight market interest rates in line
with Bank Rate throughout the MP.  The Bank aims to provide
sufficient central bank money for reserve scheme banks in
aggregate to meet their target balances over the MP.  Currently
the Bank uses OMOs to supply sufficient central bank money
to the market.  OMOs comprise short-term repos (at Bank
rate), long-term repos (at market rates in variable-rate
tenders) and outright purchases of high-quality bonds.(1)
Under the October 2008 consultation document refinements
are being proposed to the long-term repo operations, for
example the Bank will accept wider collateral for these
operations to include certain types of high-quality
(non-sovereign) securities and also to reform the long-term
repo auction structure somewhat.  It is unlikely the collateral
pool for the long-term repos will be as wide as for the discount
window facility.(2)
Reserve scheme members can meet the net public demand for
banknotes either by purchasing banknotes by reducing their
reserves held at the Bank, or alternatively via the money
markets.(3) Either way, the banking system as a whole would
be short of central bank liquidity (reserves and banknotes).
The size of this shortage determines the size of the weekly
short-term OMO, which aims to help reserve scheme
members hit their target balances.  Meeting the demand for
banknotes is closely related to meeting the demand for
reserves.
Failure to supply the correct amount of liquidity could
adversely affect the implementation of monetary policy.  On
any given day, getting the banknote forecast wrong would
create misinformation about the actual liquidity position with
potentially more volatile money market rates as a result.
Moreover, for much of the maintenance period, daily banknote
forecast errors add to the weekly cumulative errors(4) resulting
in either under or over supply of liquidity.  In turn this opens up
the possibility of reserve scheme banks being outside their
target range of reserves with the added risk of uncovered
OMOs if too much liquidity is supplied.
Liquidity forecast (LF) errors are particularly important on the
last day of the maintenance period when any over or under
supply of liquidity has greater potential to add to the volatility
of overnight money market rates.  The Bank, when necessary,
conducts a fine-tune OMO to ensure that the banking system’s
need for central bank money is met as accurately as possible.
If the Bank’s LF is less accurate, there is more chance of
commercial banks having recourse to the lending (or
borrowing) facility.
In times of acute stress the accuracy of the LF and the
banknote forecast component of it is both less and more
important.  It is less important in the sense that the Bank can
always decide to inject or absorb significantly more than the LF
this will typically be for financial stability reasons.  The liquidity
and banknote forecast is more important if after a prolonged
period of liquidity injections or absorptions the Bank needs to
undertake precise liquidity absorption or withdrawal
operations to bring the Bank’s net supply of reserves to the
overnight market in line with demand for reserves, as reflected
in commercial banks’ reserve targets.  The aim of an accurate
liquidity and banknote forecast in this scenario is to determine
the appropriate size of the liquidity absorption and injection
operations so as to stabilise overnight rates in line with the
Bank Rate, thereby ensuring monetary stability.(5)
Short-term repo OMOs also provide an important buffer to
meet unexpected changes in banknote demand.  Banknote
demand is uncertain and fluctuates week-to-week.
These fluctuations are larger at certain times such as
Christmas and Easter.  At these periods the demand for
banknotes rises, increasing the value of the Bank’s liabilities.
Therefore the proportion of short-term repo assets backing
banknotes also rises but subsequently falls back after the end
of the period of high seasonal demand.
Longer-term growth of banknotes is fairly stable.  This means
that longer-term assets can be used to back a significant
proportion of banknotes.  Currently, the Bank provides
longer-term financing through repos at three, six, nine and
(1) The Bank of England since the financial turmoil of August 2007 has also undertaken
more specialised (stressed) operations against a wider collateral pool in the form of
term auctions and a special liquidity scheme, dollar repo operations (of various
maturities) in conjunction with the Federal Reserve, and other central banks.  Details
on these operations are available from www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/index.htm.
Indeed to address the current or future crisis the Bank can extend, widen and add to
its current operational facilities to ensure the financial stability of the system.
(2) Most of the standard OMOs the Bank of England utilises are essentially
liquidity-injection operations.  However the Bank does conduct liquidity-absorbing
(draining) operations as well.  In normal circumstances these take the form of an
overnight fine-tune repo operation, typically (but not always) conducted at near-end
maintenance periods to enable excess liquidity (reserves) in the overnight market to
be absorbed and bring money market rates in line with Bank Rate.  In the current crisis
period the Bank of England has been injecting significant amount of liquidity at longer
maturities through expansion and increased frequency of its longer-term repo
operations to help the banking system during this period of acute stress.  This
expansion of liquidity has meant that the Bank has needed to absorb excess liquidity
by draining surplus reserves from the overnight market.  The Bank has decided to
undertake these draining operations by selling one-week or shorter maturity Bank of
England Bills.  Under the 2008 consultation document there is a proposal to codify
these additional draining operations into a more normal permanent framework.  In
these more permanent arrangements the Bank would borrow cash and would in
exchange provide bond collateral or if necessary in exceptional circumstances, very
short-term Bank of England Bills.
(3) Reserve scheme members may seek to fund their purchases of banknote from the
money markets especially if they have limited flexibility in changing their reserve
balances as they seek to meet their reserve target over the MP.  Alternatively, greater
use of the reserves may indicate that their credit limits with counterparties or balance
sheet constraints may limit their access to money markets to purchase banknotes.
(4) The daily errors can be positive or negative;  very often over the week one day’s error
is offset by the error on subsequent days.  For this reason weekly errors tend to be
smaller than daily errors.
(5) An accurate banknote forecast would also be important for central bank balance
sheet management in times of stress.  For example, a significant increase in demand
for banknotes caused perhaps by a system-wide run on the banks would have to be
met with growing shorter-term repos operations to back the growing liability.  Equally
if there was a significant decline in banknotes (for whatever reasons) then the central
bank would need to have a sufficient buffer of short-term repos which could be
unwound at short notice.Handbook No. 28 Forecasting banknotes 7
twelve-month maturities and by the outright purchase of
longer-maturity bonds.(1)
This maturity matching of banknote liabilities with the
appropriate short-term and long-term assets ensures an
efficient structure to monetary policy operations and central
bank balance sheet risk management.  Without this maturity
matching of assets and liabilities, short-repos would form a
larger part of a growing LF with larger weekly OMOs offered.
This would be inefficient in that a larger and growing amount
of short-term repos would churn over every week making
settlement of collateral backing these short-term repos more
complicated.  Moreover, the greater amount of churn with a
larger and growing weekly OMO offered may mean that OMO
counterparties may not bid for the full amount, which would
leave the Bank with the possibility of uncovered short-term
repo operations.
Modelling banknote demand
Liquidity and banknote forecast
The banknote forecast is an important component of the LF(2)
which determines the size of the weekly short-term repo
operation.  The key inputs to the LF are given by the LF
equation:
LF ≡ average banknotes forecast + forecast reserves 
- forecast of autonomous factors + forecast errors (1)
More specifically the components of the LF are:
• The average forecast of banknotes combines model
predictions, actual information for the week ahead and
forecaster adjustments.
• The forecast of reserves is the expected daily amount reserve
scheme members need to hold on average to meet their
daily reserve target by the end of the MP.
• Forecasts of other autonomous factors relate to the
forecasting of the long-term assets, in particular the
long-term repos that back the long-term component of
banknotes and as such should not form part of a short-term
LF.(3)
• Forecast errors are simply the errors that arise from the
forecasting of banknotes and other autonomous factors
from the previous week’s OMO calculation.
To take an example, adding together these component
forecasts produced an LF and weekly OMO offered on
31August 2006, of £32,960 million, as shown in the following
table (Table A).
The banknote forecast is important not only in determining
the variation and growth of short-term repos but also the
longer-term assets that back it such as long-term repos and
the bond portfolio.(4)
Data description
Banknote data is usually expressed in two forms.  First, as the
daily level of banknotes in circulation (NICt), and second, as
the daily change in banknotes from one day to the next
(–∆NICt).(5) From a forecasting perspective it is immaterial
which form of the variable is used.  Chart 1 illustrates the main
features of the level of banknotes that the banknote
forecasting model must account for.
(1) Another long-term asset historically backing banknotes was the Ways and Means, this
was a long-term loan provided to HMGovernment which had been maintained at
£13.4 billion for the past few years it is currently small.
(2) More general details regarding LFs, components and liquidity management are
contained in Gray (2008).
(3) Other smaller autonomous factors include FX flows, and movements in central bank
accounts held at the Bank, and the Debt Management Account which cover
Government receipts and expenditures flows.
(4) A banknote forecast model can also be applied to the individual denominations this
can help to determine in advance the size of print and order runs for future banknotes
by a central bank.
(5) The minus sign ahead of the variable reflects changes from the perspective of the
central bank’s balance sheet.  Namely an increase in NICt is an increase to the market
and decrease to the Bank’s holding of banknotes.
Table A Weekly LF
£ millions
Average forecast notes 40,506
Forecast other autonomous factors -25,065
Forecast average reserves 17,517
Forecast error -263
Forecast liquidity shortage 32,958
Size of OMO offered 32,960















Source:  Bank of England.
Chart 1 The daily level of banknotes in circulation
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There is a stable upward trend in banknotes in circulation but
there is also a very regular day of the week pattern identifiable
by the many peaks and troughs.  The level of banknotes begins
to rise on a Thursday, peaking on a Friday, and falling back on
Monday and Tuesday to level off on Wednesday.
Out of these regular 52–53 peaks and troughs there are a few
occasions in the year (marked in red) when the amplitudes of
these peaks is greater.  This reflects the impact of Bank
Holidays in the United Kingdom such as Christmas/New Year
and Easter.  These same seasonal patterns are evident in
Chart 2 which shows the daily change in banknotes.(1)
Different approaches to modelling banknotes 
Banknote forecasting in central banks has for a long time
remained relatively undeveloped.  This is somewhat surprising
given its importance for monetary operations and monetary
policy implementation.
Many central banks use time-series forecast models, often in
the form of either first order autoregressive models;  though
more sophisticated approaches employ exponential
smoothing or ARIMA-type models.(2) Some central banks have
tried to employ econometric theoretical approaches but these
have been less successful.
There is also a more pragmatic reason.  For many central banks
whose banking system is dominated by surplus liquidity the
growth of net foreign exchange flows (inflows less outflows)
and or net government expenditure flows (receipts less
expenditure) is the most volatile component of the LF and the
main reason for the poor LF accuracy, irrespective of the
accuracy of the banknote forecasts.  It would appear that in
practice this fact has contributed to a lack of banknote model
development.
There is no reason however why some of the more
sophisticated banknote forecasting models outlined below,
especially the structural time series state space (STSSS)
approach, should not be applied to both net foreign exchange
and government flows.  These flows have less regularity than
banknote data, implying that more judgement based
adjustment will be needed to the LF.
Time-series models
Exponential smoothing approach
A common model used by central banks to forecast banknote
demand is an exponential smoothing model.  This model is
essentially a weighted moving average forecasting technique
where past observations decline in weight exponentially.  The
heaviest weight is assigned to the most recent period.  The
forecast for the next period is the forecast for the previous
period plus an adjustment for the forecast error from the
previous period.  The α term is a constant between 0 and 1.
(2)
Substituting repeatedly for past forecast values in the equation
above results in the more general expression:
(3)
The smoothing is termed ‘exponential’ because data points are
weighted in accordance with an exponential function of their
age.
These models also usually have a trend, seasonal and error
add-on to account for Bank Holidays.  Different smoothing
parameters can also be applied for each day of the week,
including multiple seasonalities.(3) Over time the model
parameters need to be re-estimated regularly, to ensure a
reasonable forecast performance.
There are a large number of variants of these types of models
and when set-up carefully and maintained regularly offer
excellent forecasting performance.  Recent work suggests



































(1) There is no evidence of a non-stationary trend in Chart 2.  This is because the daily
change of banknotes in circulation performs a differencing effect on the level of the
series that removes the trend.
(2) Auto regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models  are a form of statistical
time series models which seek to capture the dynamic stochastic aspect of time-series
data through a lagged variable structure while abstracting from more predictable
features in the data (such as trends and seasonalities).
(3) Further details on the various types of exponential smoothing models can be seen
from Hyndman et al (2008).  The exponential smoothing approach provides easily



















Source:  Bank of England.
Chart 2 The daily change of banknotes in circulation
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these models have good short-term forecast and seasonal
time series predictability.(1)
Structural time series state space approach
The structural times series (STS) approach is a
long-established approach in time-series statistics which can
forecast either levels or flows of banknotes.
As the name suggests the STS method makes explicit a
structural equation for each of the time series components of
a variable such as the trend (µt), seasonal (γt), cycle (ψt) and
irregular(2) (a residual component -εt).  Any time series can be
decomposed into these specific set of components.
Equation (4) below describes a general structural time series
equation.  This illustrates that the model is able to account for
a wide variety of data features by, for example time-varying
components (µt, γt, ψt), lagged dependent (yt–s) and external
variables (xt–r), outliers and missing observations (djt).
(4)
The very general nature of equation (4) has the advantage of
being all encompassing by capturing a wide variety of effects
embedded in banknote in circulation data.  However, without
judicious simplification of this model some of the components
and exogenous variables will be co-related making estimation
of the model problematic.
For example, the trend and seasonal components are liable to
conflict with the lagged dependent variables as the lagged
nature of the dependent variable will contain similar trends
and seasonals.  Unless the dynamic lagged dependent and
exogenous variables capture extra information it is easier to
drop them completely and let the trend and seasonal
components do the work entirely.
The specific form of banknote forecast model used in the
United Kingdom can be derived from equation (4), by applying
several conditions on this general equation.(3) The conditions




ψt = 0 (8)
The constraint in (5) simplifies the general model (4) by
removing extraneous lagged dependent and exogenous
variables.  Equation (6) specifies the type of trend component
as a local level model with fixed slope.  Multiple seasonalities
can be expressed as seasonal subcomponents to deliver an
aggregate seasonal component as in equation (7).(4) There is
no cyclical component embedded in the general model:  see
equation (8).
These equations can be applied for each day of the week to
result in a high-order, dynamic, STS difference equation
system.  The state space representation of a STS equation
system is just a simplification process which results in a
first-order difference equation system from this high-order
system.  This simplification has significant computational
advantages in terms of speed and forecasting.(5) In addition
the state space approach allows the incorporation of
stochastic models, likelihood calculations and prediction
intervals.  This embeds the STS and exponential smoothing
approaches in a more complete statistical framework, able to
generate point and interval forecasts.
Ahead of each weekly short-term repo operation the Bank uses
the STS model in state space form to forecast banknote
demand six-weeks ahead.  The Bank also has an actual
banknote demand figure early in the morning of the weekly
repo operation from members of the notes circulation scheme
(NCS).(6) The actual figure is combined and averaged with the
model figure resulting in a pooled estimate for that day.  In this
way both model and actual data(7) are combined to give the
best information possible.  In addition experienced forecasters
in the Bank can further adjust the forecast figures to better
reflect more recent values.
Behavioural approach
An alternative to time-series models is a behavioural approach
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(1) Empirical evidence on the forecast predictability of exponential smoothing models is
contained in Hyndman et al (2002).
(2) More details on this approach is available from Harvey (1989), Durbin and
Koopman (2001) and Cabrero et al (2002).
(3) These constraints were in part the result of past evidence from the literature, see
Harvey (1989), Cabrero et al (2002), and in part restrictions which improved forecast
performance.
(4) The actual form of the individual seasonal components is incorporated in a
trigonometric function or more explicitly a Fourier series.
(5) The interested reader can consult Harvey (1989) and Durbin and Koopman (2001) on
how this transformation and estimation operates in practice.
(6) The NCS is the means by which old and new Bank of England banknotes are sorted,
and redistributed back into the market, see
www.bankofengland.co.uk/banknotes/about/distribution_circulation.htm for more
details.
(7) There is strong evidence in the literature that pooled forecasts result in smaller
forecast errors than non-pooled forecasts, the forecast evaluation section has more
details.10 Handbook No. 28  Forecasting banknotes
Many central banks employ a behavioural approach with
monthly or quarterly data on banknotes to forecast narrow
money demand in their quarterly macroeconomic forecasting
models.  Monetary theory is utilised to generate a demand for
banknote function(1) through either the money in utility
function approach or the cash in advance approach.(2)
This approach is impractical for operational banknote and
liquidity forecasting which is reliant on daily and weekly data.
Behavioural models set-up relationships with other economic
variables like consumption which are not available at high
frequencies, moreover demand for money (banknote)
functions have significant problems of dynamic stability.(3)
These arguments suggest that operational banknote
forecasting models are better focusing on the banknote data
itself.  Using time-series models to characterise the salient
features of banknote in circulation data avoids the problems in
formulating behavioural relationships with other variables.
Time-series banknote forecast models simply seek to
extrapolate from past behaviour and often have better
forecast performance than their more theoretical
counterparts.
Forecast evaluations
It is possible to compare the forecasts made by an exponential
smoothing model with those from a STSSS model based on
their out-of-sample forecasting performance.  In-sample
testing such as goodness of fit measures are less relevant as
the operational requirement is for forecast accuracy not
accurate representation of past data.  This operational need
actually helps to simplify the model as specific outliers and
intervention effects which aid past representation of the data
are less relevant for future observations.
Outliers and interventions and or adjustments to the model
forecasts may however be relevant if the forecaster has actual
information on events that will impact on the forecast variable
of interest.
Table B compares the forecast performance of these two
approaches on UK data, using the absolute mean forecast error
(AMFE) and the root mean squared forecast error (RMSFE).
The forecasting performance was measured over a strongly
seasonal period which included Christmas and New Year.  This
is important because the expectation is that forecasting
performance would deteriorate at such periods more than at
other times due to seasonal volatility in the demand for
banknotes.
The results show that in this case the STSSS banknote forecast
model offers significant improvements in forecast performance
than the exponential smoothing model in this seasonal period.
It further shows that the pooled estimates, derived from  an
average of the STSSS model and one-day NCS forecast
estimates offers a further forecasting improvement.(4) Pooling
works because it tends to average offsetting biases and the
separate forecasts encompass two distinct information sources
which respond differently to unanticipated changes.
TableC indicates that the forecast error was also smaller for
both the STSSS and pooled versions in non-seasonal periods.
Interestingly the STSSS model performed slightly poorer in the
non-seasonal period (130) compared to the seasonal
period (123), possibly because the model parameters were
unchanged.  This suggests that fine-tuning model parameters
in differing periods could result in further forecast error
improvements.  Nevertheless, even without such fine tuning
the STSSS model still outperforms the previous exponential
smoothing model.
In addition to the improved forecasting performance, the
STSSS model allows the actual forecasts for banknotes in
circulation to be broken down into its separate forecast
components.
Chart 3 outlines the forecasts for the flow form of the
banknote series into its constituent components such as the
trend, seasonal and irregular forecasts.
Component forecasts allow the separation between the
permanent (trend, cycle) and temporary (seasonal, irregular)
components in banknotes as well as determining annual
growth levels.  This information is operationally useful as it can
(1) Grant et al (2004) has all the money demand function derivations.
(2) Walsh (1998) provides details on these and other overlapping generation-type
models.
(3) Evidence from Sriram (1999) confirms it is difficult to derive and maintain stable
demand for money functions.
(4) The advantages of pooling forecasts are explored in Clemen (1989) and Clements and
Hendry (2003).
Table C Forecast criteria non-seasonal period(a)
Criteria ES STSSS Pooled
AMFE 125 85 65
RMSFE 193 130 87
(a) The non-seasonal period was determined as 3 January 2006–23 January 2006.
Table B Forecast criteria seasonal period(a)
Criteria ES STSSS Pooled
AMFE 316 85 85
RMSFE 545 123 114
(a) The seasonal period was determined as 28 November 2005–2 January 2006.Handbook No. 28 Forecasting banknotes 11
provide a forecast of how some of the main backing assets for
banknotes in the central bank’s balance sheet are likely to
evolve over time.
Forecast judgements
No matter how good a forecasting model is, it is simply a
mechanical device to generate a first-stage forecast.
The mechanical model works well in providing the liquidity
forecaster with an organising framework to identify the key
characteristics of the banknote data series to be forecasted.
A key requirement for the liquidity forecaster is to ensure the
first-stage forecasts fit with his or her knowledge about
banknote data at a given point in time.
There can be good reasons to adjust the first-stage forecasts,
for example to take account of known changes in banknote
sorting and distribution.  In this way the experience and
knowledge of the liquidity forecaster is harnessed to
incorporate forward-looking information into the forecast.
Like the addition of any actual forecast information (through
pooling), the use of reasoned and experienced judgements
should also improve banknote forecast accuracy.
In this regard banknote forecasting is not dissimilar to
macroeconomic forecasting in central banks around the world
where the baseline-mechanical forecast is adjusted to reflect
the views of the forecasters or policymakers.
Summary
Central banks need an accurate forecast of banknote demand
to ensure that the banking system’s demand for liquidity is
met as well as to ensure efficient and effective money market
operations that underpin its monetary policy.  This Handbook
has described how a structural time series state space
banknote forecasting model, such as the one used by the
Bank of England, can lead to improved forecasting
performance.  Such models can be applied to more than one
operational function.  This adaptability is important for
monetary policy implementation.
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